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AFIT-OR-MS-ENS-10-05 
Abstract 
 
US Air Force recruiters routinely assign new recruits to available jobs every 
month.  The goal is to find the best assignments in an efficient manner.  Although this 
problem is modeled as a bipartite assignment matching problem, it is not new to the field 
of Operations Research.  This research presents a new approach to solve assignment 
matching problems given multiple side constraints.  Using two multi-criteria optimization 
techniques, lexicographic optimization and the elastic constraint method, the assignment 
matching algorithm efficiently produces an optimal solution in a fraction of the time 
currently spent.  This approach is demonstrated in assigning new USAF recruits to 
available jobs in any given month for the 369th Recruiting Squadron.  The current 369th 
process manually creates assignments and can take weeks to complete, whereas the 
assignment matching algorithm takes less than two seconds and, on average, shows an 
increase in user defined goals of at least 15%. 
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A MULTI-OBJECTIVE APPROACH TO A BIPARTITE ASSIGNMENT MATCHING  
 
PROBLEM USING WEIGHTED VALUES FROM MULTIPLE CONSTRAINTS 
 
 
 
I.  Introduction 
 
Background 
 
 Military men and women are a significant resource within the United States, contributing 
to the country’s strong global presence.  A 2009 article in the Air & Space Power Journal stated 
that the Air Force is looking to enlist nearly 32,000 new recruits in 2009 not only to meet the Air 
Force’s need for sustainment, but also to enlist recruits with the right skills at the right time 
(Marsman 2009).  In order to maintain that image, recruiters diligently work to find quality 
recruits who have the potential to become future leaders.  
The majority of potential future military leaders begin at the recruiting stage when they 
select a Service to pursue.  Several qualities are considered when recruiters determine a recruit’s 
eligibility for military service, including age, citizenship status, education level, use of drugs, and 
any physical and medical conditions that could prohibit enlistment.  Once a recruit is considered 
eligible, administration of the ten Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) tests 
determine enlistment eligibility and qualifications of potential recruits for military jobs.  Four of 
the ten tests within the ASVAB make up the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT), which 
measures the trainability of each potential recruit and predicts job performance.  The AFQT is 
the main indicator of recruit aptitude (DoD 2002). 
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If a qualifying score is met and the recruit wishes to continue the process, the recruit 
undergoes a physical examination to determine physical fitness for military service and a 
background check to determine moral character standards at a Military Entrance Processing 
Station (MEPS).  The physical examination usually consists of a standard medical screening to 
include measuring blood pressure, hearing, visual acuity, drug and human immunodeficiency 
virus (HIV) testing, as well as looking at prior medical history.  If a medical problem is detected 
during the physical examination, the recruit may be required to get treatment before continuing 
with the recruitment process.  Otherwise, if a disqualifying medical condition exists, the recruit 
may require a Service waiver prior to enlistment.  To measure the moral character of potential 
recruits, a background check is performed to examine financial and criminal histories.  If 
financial problems do exist, most recruits will not overcome financial hardships with junior 
enlisted pay.  If a criminal history is present, a recruit’s status is determined by the particular 
Service on a case-by-case basis depending on the nature of the criminal history (DoD 2002). 
Once a recruit meets the respective qualifications, a meeting is arranged at MEPS with an 
occupational counselor, who discusses enlistment options such as possible jobs the recruit can 
fill, what the Service has to offer, and possible incentives for specific jobs.  Usually, higher 
ASVAB test scores allow for more job choices.  In some cases, the counselor may propose 
incentives to persuade recruits to choose positions that are difficult to fill (i.e., hard-to-fill jobs) 
such as Combat Control, Pararescue, or Linguist.  For example, not every potential recruit is able 
to meet the physical rigor for a Pararescue position and not every potential recruit has the 
language aptitude to fill a Linguist position.  Also, not every potential recruit would necessarily 
want to fill these types of positions, making it difficult to fill these types of jobs.  Essentially, the 
last step of the recruitment process involves whether to enlist (and when) or to not enlist.  Most 
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recruits, upon accepting an enlistment offer, enter the delayed entry program (DEP), giving the 
recruit up to one year before the new recruit reports for duty (DoD 2002). 
For US military organizations, there are hundreds of jobs new recruits can choose from 
such as special operations, communications, intelligence, and acquisitions.  Depending on the 
requirements for each job and the objective(s) of the organization, a new recruit could potentially 
fill any available job.  In May 2009, the Secretary of the Air Force Public Affairs stated that the 
Air Force will spend over $640 million in fiscal year 2010 for recruiting and retaining critical 
wartime skills such as explosive ordnance disposal (EOD), medical, intelligence, contracting, 
and special operations (Lyle 2009).  Additionally, an article in The Washington Post (October 
2009) stated that with the current state of the economy and the percentage of unemployment 
increasing, military recruiters have been able to meet their objectives in both numbers and 
quality recruits for all components of active duty and reserve forces (Tyson 2009).   
  Increased availability of quality recruits inherently suggests that available jobs can be 
filled by those recruits.  For the Air Force and sister Services, filling available jobs with those 
quality recruits begins with recruitment.  The quality of a recruit is comprised of several factors 
including physical fitness and skill levels, medical conditions, and/or ASVAB test scores.  Once 
assessed, new recruits are assigned to available jobs using the personnel assignment system.  
Specific objectives are considered when assigning a new recruit to an available job, including 
fulfilling requirements for ethnic representation within a job category and/or maximizing the 
number of assignments of quality recruits to available jobs.  A number of constraints must also 
be considered during the recruitment process, such as the number of new recruits and vacant jobs 
that are available in a given timeframe, the recruit’s job preference, and the recruit’s quality. 
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To illustrate this problem, suppose there are 100 recruits of the same ethnic background 
with high AFQT scores and that all recruits prefer any job.  In that month, there are 100 total 
jobs available.  Also, suppose that each recruit can meet the requirements for each available job 
in that month.  For this scenario, there are 100! ways the recruits can fill jobs (i.e., 100 ways to 
fill the first job, 99 ways to fill the second job, 98 ways to fill the third job, etc.), but the recruiter 
can easily assign recruits to jobs within a matter of minutes by sorting the recruit list by the latest 
the recruit is willing to wait for a job and use the revised list to assign recruits to jobs in 
descending order.  Now suppose not all recruits have high AFQT scores, but each recruit can still 
meet the requirements for each available job in that month.  Again, the recruiter can easily assign 
recruits to jobs within a matter of minutes by sorting the recruit list by highest AFQT score first 
and then sort by the latest the recruit is willing to wait for a job and use the revised list to assign 
recruits to jobs in descending order.  For a more complicated scenario, suppose the recruits’ job 
preferences are a factor, the recruits belong to different Classes which may affect the recruits’ 
quality (depending on the organizational objectives), and not every recruit can meet the 
requirements for each available job in that month.  With multiple objectives (sometimes 
conflicting) and various constraints to consider, trying to manually accomplish this task to find 
an optimal set of assignments that will meet the user’s objectives while balancing trade-offs and 
maintaining feasibility is a daunting task.  This is where using optimization techniques to 
formulate a multi-objective weighted bipartite assignment matching algorithm helps to reduce 
the number of man-hours spent trying to manually solve instances of this problem. 
Research objectives, assumptions, and questions 
The motivation for this research comes from the multi-objective problem which involves 
assigning new USAF recruits from the 369th Recruiting Squadron to available jobs in any given 
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month.  Creating a new method to find ‘optimal’ solutions (or good assignments) is critical for 
the 369th.  Currently, assigning new recruits to available jobs is performed manually, taking up to 
two weeks to complete.  The number of man-hours it takes to solve instances of this problem 
each month can be better utilized.  Therefore, the primary goals of this research are to develop 
and validate a multi-objective weighted bipartite assignment matching algorithm that 
significantly decreases the number of man-hours spent to create a user-specified set of optimal 
assignments (i.e., goals/targets) and maximizes the number of assignments with highly ‘valued’ 
(or quality) recruits.   
To develop the matching algorithm, model implementation using Visual Basic for 
Applications (VBA) with an optimization software package (LINGO) will require certain inputs 
to attain the desired outputs.  With a specified weighting for each Class, the VBA matching 
algorithm keeps track of all recruits and jobs in a given month along with the recruit’s 
availability to fill a particular job and determines the recruit’s ‘value’.  For the 369th problem, a 
valued recruit is equal to the weighted scoring of preferred jobs and three Classes: ethnicity (i.e., 
African American and/or Hispanic) and an AFQT score ≥ 50  (or CAT I-IIIA).  Next, the VBA 
matching algorithm formulates the newly acquired information into a readable format for 
LINGO as input.  With the resulting LINGO output, the VBA matching algorithm then translates 
the output into a readable format for the user that includes the specific recruit/job assignments, 
the percentage of assignments for each Class compared to the total number of assignments, the 
percentage of assignments for each Class compared to the maximum allowable assignments for 
each Class, the total number of assignments made, the maximum number of assignments each 
Class could achieve, the total number of assignments the matching algorithm finds for each Class 
given the weighting levels, and the total number of jobs with the percentage of jobs assigned.  
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Specifically, given a set of recruits with certain values and available jobs each month, the 
matching algorithm creates a set of feasible assignments that preemptively assigns all hard-to-fill 
jobs and then tries to assign all remaining jobs to recruits that are of certain ethnicity and skill 
level (i.e., an AFQT score ≥ 50). 
To verify and validate the matching algorithm, small randomly generated instances are 
created and past results are used for comparison.  The small instances are used to compare the 
matching algorithm output against manual implementation.  These instances are varied between: 
the total number of recruits and jobs (both ≤ 10) , recruits of different Classes, recruit and job 
availability, and job types (i.e., hard-to-fill jobs vs. non hard-to-fill jobs).  When successful 
results are reached with the small instances, previous 369th instances are used to compare the 
matching algorithm output against past implementation.  For the matching algorithm to be 
valuable, it must be able to reproduce past job assignments that are equal to or better in terms of 
user requirement(s) and number of assignments.  It also must significantly decrease the number 
of man-hours spent to optimally assign new recruits to available jobs.  However, the matching 
algorithm is still valuable if it takes the same amount of time (or longer) to assign new recruits to 
available jobs and produces better results compared to the current process.  
This research assumes four key assumptions with respect to a given problem instance: 
1) The list of job preferences each recruit requests indicate that the recruit is qualified 
for the job so there is no need for verification. 
2) If the matching algorithm assigns a recruit to a job, it will be considered an 
assignment (i.e., the recruit will not deviate from that assignment). 
3) A recruit may belong to more than one Class (e.g., a recruit may be considered 
African American and Hispanic with an AFQT score ≥ 50). 
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4) If a recruit is assigned to a hard-to-fill job, there will be no trade-offs between hard-
to-fill and non hard-to-fill jobs unless the trade-off results in assigning more hard-to-
fill jobs. 
There are several questions that are answered during the course of this research: 
1) How much time will be saved using the matching algorithm this research provides 
versus the 369th Recruiting Squadron’s current method? 
2) Will this matching algorithm meet the user’s defined percentage goals/targets set for 
each Class?  
3) Will finding the maximum number of assignments versus maximum value of 
assignments (i.e., quantity versus quality of assignments) provide better results in 
terms of percentage of assignments for each Class? 
4) Does this matching algorithm apply to other scenarios other than assigning new Air 
Force recruits to available jobs? 
Organization 
This thesis is organized as follows.  Section II describes the similarities and differences 
of past formulations and models to solve the assignment matching problem.  This section is not 
collectively exhaustive, but the past formulations and models are critical to this research.  
Section III describes the methodology to solve assignment matching problem instances with the 
verification of the matching algorithm.  Section IV describes the application with the results, 
analysis, and validation of applying the methodology to randomly generated and previous 369th 
instances.  Section V states concluding remarks and possible future work.  Note that for the 
remainder of this research, quality and value have the same meaning. 
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II.  Literature Review 
 
 This section explains the various works of previous research that use variations of the 
assignment matching problem.  First is a brief background of the assignment matching problem, 
followed by previous research.  Although the previous research used are not collectively 
exhaustive, they enable this research to focus on finding new ways to obtain optimal solutions 
for the assignment matching problem.  Finally, the research contributions are discussed. 
Background 
The assignment matching problem is a well known combinatorial optimization problem 
in the field of Operations Research (OR).  There is a plethora of archived research for the 
assignment matching problem such as the generalized assignment problem, traffic assignment 
problem, quadratic assignment problem, and the job assignment problem (Kleeman and Lamont 
2007).  Many have used different types of assignment matching problems to solve various 
problem instances.  But in order to understand the assignment matching problem, it is important 
to know where its origins are derived and how it has evolved before discussing the ways others 
have used this method.   
The assignment matching problem is generally described as assigning a number of 
elements (e.g., people or machines) to a number of positions (e.g., jobs or tasks) with the goal of 
assigning all elements to positions given a certain cost element (Kleeman and Lamont 2007).  Its 
roots come from the transportation problem which is as follows (Gass 1985): 
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Model 1. Transportation Problem Formulation 
 
Here, the decision variable ,i jx is the amount of goods shipped (i.e., some product) going from i 
to j, where i is the originating location and j is the destination.  ,i jc is the cost of shipping a unit of 
goods ( ,i jx ) from i to j, ia  is the total amount of shipment from i, and jb  is the total amount of 
shipment to j.  The goal is to minimize the total costs ( ,i jc ) of shipping goods ( ,i jx ) from i to j (1) 
while meeting the requirements of supply (2) and demand (3).  For this formulation, there is a 
restriction that 
1 1= =
=∑ ∑
m n
i j
i j
a b  where the supply is equal to demand, and if the ia  and jb  values are 
nonnegative integers (for all i and j), then all the basic feasible solutions, or extreme point 
values, have integer values (Gass 1985).  This indicates the transportation problem can be solved 
as a linear programming (LP) problem (i.e., it can be solved in polynomial time). 
 The formulation of the personnel-assignment matching problem can be derived from the 
transportation problem using Model 1 with slight modifications (Gass 1985): 
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Model 2. Personnel-Assignment Matching Problem Formulation 
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Here, the decision variable ,i jx is the assignment of individual i to job j and ,i jc is the value of 
assigning i to j where the objective (4) is to maximize the total value of assigning i to j.  The ia  
and jb  values in constraints (2) and (3) from Model 1 are now equal to 1 where constraint (5) 
denotes that individual i must only fill one job j and constraint (6) denotes that job j must be 
filled by one individual i.  ,i jc  denotes the value of individual i assigned to job j.  Although the 
,i jx  values in the personnel-assignment matching problem are 0 or 1, recall that if the right-hand 
side (RHS) values are nonnegative integers, then all the basic feasible solutions have integer 
values (Gass 1985).  Thus, the binary condition for ,i jx  is omitted in Model 2.  
 An easy way to visualize the personnel-assignment matching problem is with a bipartite 
graph with a set of disjoint vertices and edges.  An assignment matching problem is viewed as a 
bipartite graph with a set of vertices and edges, G = (V1, V2, E), where the set of vertices are 
disjoint such that V = (V1 ∪ V2) and every edge E has one endpoint in V1 and the other endpoint 
in V2 (Wolsey 1998).  Figure 1 is a representation of a bipartite graph where V1 represents a set 
individuals and V2 represents a set of jobs and edges represent potential assignments with cost 
(or value) ,i jc  of assigning an individual i to a job j such that individuals are only assigned to 
jobs (or vice versa) and not individuals to individuals or jobs to jobs: 
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Figure 1. Bipartite Graph Representation 
In a cost driven instance, the objective is to minimize the total cost (e.g., objective (1)).  In a 
value driven instance, the objective is to maximize the total value (e.g., objective (4)).   
Modeling assignment matching problems using bipartite graphs are generally preferred 
because they are well known problems for which many polynomial algorithms exist (i.e., many 
problems are either a form of an assignment matching problem or an extension of an assignment 
matching problem with additional constraints) (Caseau and Laburthe 2000).  The most common 
way of formulating the bipartite assignment matching problem is as follows (Goemans 2009): 
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Model 3. Bipartite Assignment Matching Problem Formulation 
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Here, ,i jx is the assignment of individual i to job j (i.e., , 1=i jx  if individual i is assigned to job j 
and 0 otherwise).  Even though ,i jx  has a value of 0 or 1, recall that if the RHS of the constraints 
are nonnegative integers, then all the basic feasible solutions have integer values (Gass 1985), so 
a binary condition for ,i jx  is not necessary in the model.  ,i jc can be considered as the ‘weight’ of 
assigning individual i to job j.  The ‘weight’ can be thought of as a cost (e.g., relocation costs for 
assigning individual i to job j) or as profit/value (e.g., what qualifications the individual can 
bring such as experience, education, skill sets, etc.).  With the weight equal to one, the goal is to 
maximize the number of assignments of assigning individuals to jobs (7) while meeting the 
requirements that an individual must only fill one job (8) and that a job must be filled by one 
individual (9).  With the weight equal to a value other than one, the goal is to minimize (or 
maximize) the total cost (or value) while meeting the same requirements.  Note that in cases 
where the number of individuals and jobs are not necessarily equal to each other and the cases 
where not all individuals or jobs are filled, the equalities in constraints (5), (6), (8), and (9) can 
be replaced by inequalities (specifically ≤) .   
Assignment Matching Problem Previous Research 
 Note that for this sub-section, individuals represent candidates, persons, sailors, airmen, 
applicants, or faculty and personnel.  
Assignment matching problems are used in many applications.  Colucci et al. (2004) 
introduce the task assignment of individual profiles problem (TAP) of skill-matching in an 
organization using a weighted bipartite graph.  Using personal profiles of individuals and an 
equal number of various tasking assignments, their algorithm determines a ‘value’ for each 
individual for each task.  The value of the individual (defined as the suitability of an individual to 
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a task) may be different depending on the task.  The TAP formulation is identical to Model 2 
where ,i jc  is the suitability of individual i to task j (Colucci, et al. 2004). 
 Hsieh et al. (1995) introduce an extension of the bipartite weighted matching problem 
(BWMP) called the bipartite weighted matching with penalty problem (BWMPP) where the 
graph, G = (V, U, V x U), is a weighted complete bipartite graph (i.e., each endpoint in V has an 
endpoint for every element in U and vice versa) and V = ( 1 2, ,..., mv v v ) and U = ( 1 2, ,..., nu u u ).  
Let V be the set of individuals and U be the set of tasks.  Using the weight ( ,i jw ) of the 
respective edge ( , jiv u ) with penalty is  (for an unassigned vertex iv ) and penalty jt  (for an 
unassigned vertex ju ), an assignment can be found that minimizes the sum of the weights and 
penalties.  Hsieh et al. (1995) define the problem as follows: 
1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1
(1 ) (1 ) (10)
  0 or 1          1  2,...,           (11)
      0 or 1          1  2,...,           (12)
     
          
= = = = = =
=
=
+ − + −
= =
= =
∑∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
∑
∑
m n m n n m
i , j i , j i , j i i , j j
i j i j j i
m
i , j
i
n
i , j
j
w x x s x t
s.t. x j , n
x i , m
min
 {0,1}           ∈ ∀i , jx i, j.
 
Model 4. Bipartite Weighted Matching with Penalty Problem Formulation 
Here, ,i jx is the assignment of individual i to task j and ,i jw is the weight of the assignment, is  is 
the penalty for an unassigned individual, and jt  is the penalty for an unassigned task.  The 
objective is to find an assignment that minimizes the sum of the weights of the edges and the 
penalties of the vertices (10) while meeting the requirements that a task is filled (or not filled) by 
one individual (11) and that an individual can fill (or cannot fill) one task (12) (Hsieh, Ho and 
Fan 1995). 
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 Garrett et al. (2005) introduce the sailor assignment problem (SAP) where the objective is 
to maximize the desirability of the assignment of individuals to jobs while minimizing costs.  
Every couple of years, individuals are required to change jobs.  The challenge for the Navy is to 
ensure an assignment that keeps the individual happy and meets fleet requirements while 
minimizing costs for those assignments.  If the cost is too much, the Navy cannot maintain its 
other priorities and if too much attention is focused on cost, there is the possibility that 
individuals will not be happy with their assignments which could result in a decrease in morale, 
retention, recruitment, etc.  Similar to earlier models, Garrett et al. (2005) define the problem as 
follows: 
1 1
1
1
           (13)
  1           {1  2,..., }          (14)
      1           {1  2,..., }          (15)
      {0 1}           
= =
=
=
≤ ∀ ∈
≤ ∀ ∈
∈ ∀
∑∑
∑
∑
N M
i , j i , j
i j
N
i , j
i
M
i , j
j
i , j
max F d
s.t. d j , M
d i , N
d , i, j.
 
Model 5. Sailor Assignment Problem Formulation 
Here, ,i jd is the assignment of individual i to job j and ,i jF is the ‘fitness’ of assigning individual i 
to job j.  ‘Fitness’ is defined as all the relevant information to determine the desirability of the 
assignment.  The objective is to maximize the fitness of individuals to jobs (13) while meeting 
the requirements that a job is filled by at most one individual (14) and that an individual can fill 
at most one job (15).  Note the fitness score also takes into account the costs associated with job 
assignments meaning the higher the fitness score, the better assignment an individual to a job 
will be (Garrett, et al. 2005). 
 Kleeman and Lamont (2007) introduce the airman assignment problem (AAP), which is 
similar to the SAP.  Both make use of the fitness of assigning an individual to a job (which 
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includes associated penalties), but the AAP makes use of a hard constraint matrix where an 
individual either does or does not meet the hard constraints (e.g., security clearance, rank, and 
training for a job) and a soft constraint matrix which are penalty functions that are assessed when 
a job deviates from an ideal individual or the individual is not assigned to their ideal job.  Also, 
the AAP has two objectives: the first determines how well each assignment meets the needs of 
the Air Force while satisfying the desires of the individual (met through the hard and soft 
constraint matrices) and the second takes into account the costs associated with moving from one 
job to the next.  Because of the conflicting nature of both objectives, the result is a vector of 
solutions rather than a single point.  Since both objectives are optimized, the goal is to minimize 
both objectives (16).  Kleeman and Lamont (2007) define the problem as follows: 
1 1
           (16)
  h {0 1}                     (17)
{0 1}                     (18)      a
N M
i , j i , j
i j
i , j
i , j
i , jmin F a
s.t. , i, j
, i, j.
h
= =
∈ ∀
∈ ∀
∑∑
 
Model 6. Airman Assignment Problem Formulation 
Here, ,i jF is the fitness of assigning individual i to job j (with associated penalties from the soft 
constraints), ,i jh  is the assignment of individual i to job j if individual i meets all hard constraints 
for job j (17), and ,i ja is the assignment of individual i to job j (18) (Kleeman and Lamont 2007). 
 Phillips (1987) uses a multi-objective approach by introducing a weighting function for 
aggregating pre-emptive criteria for multi-objective assignment problems to assign individuals to 
parking lots at the University of Texas at Austin.  Each individual is grouped into categories 
(e.g., ‘Deans’ with a value of 1 is the highest category through ‘all others’ with a value of 7, the 
lowest category) and each individual rank orders their preferences for parking lots.  The 
objective is to minimize the total preference rating for each category preemptively (i.e., give 
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each individual their best possible parking lot choice subject to their category).  Phillips’ (1987) 
model found a maximum set of assignments using preference ratings from each individual, 
weighted by the category of the individual, to solve the model as a single aggregate objective 
function (Phillips 1987).     
 Cimen (2001) introduces a model for the Turkish Armed Forces personnel assignment 
system (TAF).  Like the AAP and Phillips (1987) model, the TAF uses a multi-objective model 
with preemptive goal programming to determine the optimal set of assignments.  Cimen (2001) 
uses preemptive goal programming to solve three objectives: the organizational, career, and 
personal preference objectives.  By solving each objective separately and obtaining the upper and 
lower bounds, initial RHS ‘guesses’ are determined as the side constraints in the main problem.  
If the first objective function is the most important, the RHS ‘guesses’ for the other objectives 
are determined by decreasing the upper bounds for the second and third objective functions 
which increases the first objective function value.  Desired levels of tradeoffs are then found by 
ensuring the second and third objective function values are restricted by their respective lower 
bounds while trying to reach the first objective function value upper bound (Cimen 2001). 
Research Contribution  
Note that for this sub-section and the remainder of this research, recruits represent 
individuals and Classes represent categories unless otherwise specified. 
The previous works, aforementioned, have similarities and differences to this research.  
The TAP can be viewed as assigning values to recruits based upon the Class (or Classes) the 
recruit belongs to where the objective is to maximize the total value of the assignments (or 
minimize the low suitability of assignments, which can also be viewed as maximizing the high 
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suitability of the assignments).  However, this research differs by presenting a penalty in the 
objective function for not assigning high valued recruits based on the Class (or Classes).   
The BWMPP can be viewed as assigning values to recruits based upon a Class (or 
Classes) the recruit belongs to.  A penalty is assessed when a high valued recruit is not assigned 
to a job just as a penalty is assessed for an unassigned vertex in V and U, like the BWMPP.  
However, in this research, penalties are only assessed for feasible assignments that are 
unassigned (depending on the weights for each Class), whereas the BWMPP assesses a penalty 
for every vertex that is unmatched.  Also, unlike the BWMPP, this research uses a multi-
objective approach to determine the penalty assessed depending on the weight of the Class (or 
Classes).   
The SAP can also be viewed as assigning values to recruits based upon a Class (or 
Classes) the recruit belongs to, which can be thought of as the fitness of the recruit.  The 
objective maximizes the total value (or fitness) of the assignments.  However, this research 
presents a different approach to deal with ‘cost’ as a penalty, which, in the case of the SAP, is 
incorporated in the fitness function.  ‘Cost’ in this research is similar to focusing on a Class (or 
Classes).  Depending on which Class (or Classes) is focused on can determine the final outcome 
of the overall assignments.  For example, if the first Class is the primary focus, then a penalty is 
assessed and reflected in the overall score if jobs are not assigned to recruits who belong in the 
first Class.  A higher weighting could result in more assignments for that Class. 
The AAP, like the SAP, can be viewed as assigning values to recruits based upon a Class 
(or Classes) the recruit belongs to, which can be thought of as the fitness of the recruit.  The soft 
constraints can be thought of as the recruit’s preferences, which add positive value to the value 
function.  The hard constraints can be thought of as recruits who are qualified for hard-to-fill 
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jobs in this research.  The objective for the AAP is to assign jobs to recruits that meet the needs 
of the Air Force along with their desirability while minimizing cost.  However, this research 
presents an objective that maximizes the total value of ‘quality’ assignments (where quality 
means meeting requirements for various Classes) by preemptively maximizing the number of 
quality recruits who can fill hard-to-fill jobs (a hard constraint) and then, depending on the Class 
focus, maximize the number of quality recruits to fill the remaining jobs, using a multi-objective 
approach. 
This multi-objective approach is similar to what Phillips (1987) presents by introducing a 
weighting function for aggregating pre-emptive criteria for multi-objective assignment problems.  
This research also takes into account the value and preferences of recruits.  However, this 
research assesses weighted penalties for not assigning high valued recruits depending on the 
focus of a Class (or Classes) using a multi-objective approach. 
The TAF can be viewed as using preemptive goal programming to find the maximum 
number of recruits that can fill hard-to-fill jobs and then solving the next set of objectives 
afterwards.  However, Cimen (2001) proposes that all three objectives are found using 
preemptive goal programming where this research uses preemptive goal programming for the 
first objective (i.e., hard-to-fill jobs) but uses a multi-objective approach to find desirable bounds 
for the Class objectives (i.e., ethnicity and QT Scores).  Also, Cimen (2001) proposes to use 
degradation factors to ensure the hierarchical structure is protected among the objectives where 
this research uses deviational variables to ensure feasibility among the constraints for the various 
Class objectives, penalizing the objective function depending on the weights for the Class (or 
Classes). 
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The previous research presented on the assignment matching problems and variations of 
the assignment matching problems enables this research to focus on new methods of finding 
optimal solutions.  Specifically, this research finds an optimal set of assignments that maximizes 
the total value of the assignments while taking into consideration the Classes (i.e., ethnicity and 
QT Scores), and uses a weighting structure to articulate which Class (or Classes) to focus on.  
This method is an extension from all previous research presented with particular reference to the 
works of Kleeman and Lamont (2007), Phillips (1987), and Cimen (2001).   
The next section presents the methodology with the model formulations and model 
verification.  
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III.  Methodology 
  
This section explains the methodology that is used to solve the 369th Recruiting Squadron 
problem.  First is an explanation of the methods that are used, followed by the various sets, 
parameters, and decision variables for the respective models.  This is then followed with an 
explanation of the objective functions and constraints.  Finally, the actual models are shown with 
the verification.   
Background 
Note that for the remainder of this research, Classes represent the 369th goals/targets (i.e., 
Hispanics, African Americans, and AFQT scores ≥ 50).  
Recall the motivating problem for this research involves assigning new USAF recruits 
from the 369th Recruiting Squadron to available jobs in any given month.  The solution approach 
uses two multi-criteria optimization techniques: the elastic constraint method and lexicographic 
optimization (Ehrgott 2005).  The elastic constraint method is used to solve multiple objectives 
by choosing a single objective to minimize (or maximize), while the remaining objectives are 
used as constraints; this method relaxes the constraints and allows the respective constraints to be 
violated, penalizing any violation in the objective function which allows for trade-offs between 
multiple objectives (Ehrgott and Ryan 2002).  For the 369th, the objective is to maximize the 
total value of all assignments while meeting certain requirements for each Class.  Lexicographic 
optimization takes into consideration the order in which objectives are solved (Ehrgott 2005).  
For the 369th, the first task is to determine the maximum number of assignments for hard-to-fill 
jobs.  The second task is to determine the maximum number of assignments for each Class.  The 
last task uses the determined information to solve the main problem of maximizing the total 
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value of all assignments.  In order to fully understand the model formulations, the sets, 
parameters, and decision variables are now explained. 
Model Formulation Sets, Parameters, and Decision Variables 
The models present four different sets.  R is the set of recruits in a given month (i.e.,       
R = {1, 2,…, n}).  C is the set of Classes (i.e., C = {1, 2,…, k}).  J is the set of jobs in a given 
month (i.e., J = {1, 2,…, m}).  H is the set of hard-to-fill jobs in a given month where H ⊆  J.   
 There are several parameters which constitute the majority of the three models.  ,r jD  
represents the availability of recruit r R∈  to fill job j J∈ .  Each recruit provides a window of 
availability during which they will accept a job that is available during a certain timeframe.  If a 
recruit’s window of availability falls within the timeframe for the job, then the recruit is 
considered available to fill the job.  ,r jD  has a value of 1 if recruit r is available to fill job j or 
,r jD  has a value of 0 otherwise.  ,r jP  represents the recruit’s top five job preferences.  Each 
recruit is given the option to list up to five top-job preferences that they are qualified to perform, 
along with additional job preferences in the event the recruit is not assigned to any of their top 
five choices.  ,r jP  has a value of 1 if recruit r prefers job j (i.e., one of the top five job 
preferences) or ,r jP  has a value of 0 otherwise (i.e., one of the additional job preferences).  
,Recr c  represents a recruit r R∈  belonging to a Class c C∈ .  ,Recr c  has a value of 1 if recruit r 
belongs to Class c or ,Recr c  has a value of 0 otherwise.  A Class can represent many areas such 
as physical fitness levels, a particular ethnicity, test scores, a particular height, or visual acuity.  
Specifically, for the 369th problem, there are three different Classes, c = 1, 2, or 3.  ,1Recr  
represents a Hispanic recruit and has a value of 1 if recruit r is Hispanic or has a value of 0 
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otherwise.  ,2Recr  represents an African American recruit and has a value of 1 if recruit r is 
African American or has a value of 0 otherwise.  ,3Recr  represents a recruit with an AFQT score 
≥ 50 and has a value of 1 if recruit r has an AFQT score ≥ 50 or has a value of 0 otherwise.  
Depending on the number of Classes, job preferences, and what the user defines as important, a 
recruit’s value (or quality) is determined.  ,r jv  represents the value of recruit r assigned to job j 
where , , ,Rec 1r j r c r j
c C
v P
∈
+ +=∑ .  For instance in the 369th problem, if recruit r is Hispanic, 
African American, has an AFQT score ≥ 50, and prefers to fill jo b j, then the recruit’s value 
would be equal to 5.  In a worst case scenario, the recruit’s value is equal to 1; this ensures every 
recruit has a chance to fill a job.  cw  represents the weight for a given Class c.  Depending on the 
user requirements, some Classes may be given a higher weight to focus on trying to create more 
assignments for that particular Class.  Specifically, for the 369th problem, 1 2 30 ,  ,  w w w C≤ ≤ , 
where C  is the maximum number of Classes in the problem instance.  F represents the 
maximum number of assignments for all recruits in R assigned to hard-to-fill jobs in H.  cT  
represents the maximum number of assignments for all recruits in R, who belong to a Class in C, 
assigned to jobs in J, for all Classes in C.  Specifically, for the 369th problem, 1T  represents the 
maximum number of assignments for recruits that are Hispanic who are assigned to jobs in J, 2T  
represents the maximum number of assignments for recruits that are African American who are 
assigned to jobs in J, and 3T  represents the maximum number of assignments for recruits with an 
AFQT score ≥ 50 who are assigned to jobs in J.  
The primary decision variable, ,r jE , represents the assignment between recruit r and job j.  
,r jE  has a value of 1 if recruit r is assigned to job j or ,r jE  has a value of 0 otherwise.  Note that 
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because the Main Problem Formulation is totally unimodular (refer to Appendix E for detailed 
information), the condition for ,r jE  does not need to be binary which means the problem can be 
solved as a LP.  cs  represents the slack (or deviation from the target) for a particular Class c, and 
thus, , , ,max(0,  Rec )c c r c r j r j
r R j J
s T D E
∈ ∈
= −∑∑ .  Specifically, for the 369th problem, 1s  represents the 
deviation from the target for the Hispanic Class, 2s  represents the deviation from the target for 
the African American Class, and 3s  represents the deviation from the target for the AFQT score 
≥ 50 Class. 
Model Formulation Sets, Parameters, and Decision Variables Summarization 
 Table 1 through Table 3 summarizes the sets, parameters, and decision variables of the 
model formulation: 
Table 1. Sets in the Model Formulation 
R = {1, 2,…, n} The set of recruits in a given month 
C = {1, 2,…, k} The set of Classes 
J  = {1, 2,…, m} The set of jobs in a given month 
H = {1, 2,…, h} The set of hard-to-fill jobs in a given month where H ⊆  J 
 
Table 2. Parameters in the Model Formulation 
,r jD  1 if recruit r R∈  is available to fill job j J∈ , 0 otherwise 
,r jP  1 if recruit r R∈  prefers job j J∈ (i.e., one of the top five preferences), 0 
otherwise (i.e., one of the additional preferences)  
,Recr c  1 if recruit r R∈  belongs in Class  c C∈ , 0 otherwise 
,r jv  Value of recruit r R∈  assigned to job j J∈ where  , , ,Rec 1r j r c r j
c C
v P
∈
+ +=∑  and 
,1 2r jv C≤ ≤ +  
cw  Weight for a given Class c C∈ where 0 cw C≤ ≤  
F Maximum number of assignments for all recruits in R assigned to hard-to-fill jobs 
in H 
cT  Maximum number of assignments for all recruits in R assigned to jobs in J for each 
Class c C∈  
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Table 3. Decision Variables for the Model Formulation 
,r jE  The assignment of recruit r R∈  to job j J∈  where , {0,1}r jE ∈  
cs  Slack (or deviation from the target) for a particular Class c C∈ where 0cs ≥  
 
Objective Function Formulations 
 The main objective for the 369th assignment matching problem is to maximize the total 
value of the assignments (with quality recruits) subject to certain requirements.  This is 
accomplished with lexicographic optimization, which maintains the preemptive nature of the 
research problem, using two Sub-problems within the Main Problem Formulation.  Solving the 
objective function for Sub-problem 1 focuses on maximizing the total number of assignments for 
recruits to hard-to-fill jobs: 
, , . (19)r j r j
r R j H
max F D E
∈ ∈
= ∑∑  
Objective function (19) maximizes the total number of assignments of recruits in R that are 
available to fill hard-to-fill jobs in H.  After solving objective function (19), the next step is to 
solve the objective function for Sub-problem 2, which focuses on maximizing the total number 
of assignments for recruits in R, who belong to a Class in C, to jobs in J: 
, , , Rec            .          (23)c r c r j r j
r R j J
max T D E c C
∈ ∈
= ∀ ∈∑∑  
Objective function(s) (23) maximizes the total number of assignments of recruits in R, who 
belong to a Class in C, available to fill jobs in J.  After solving objective function(s) (23), the last 
step is to use the acquired information for F and cT  for each Class in C and solve the objective 
function in the Main Problem Formulation which focuses on maximizing the total value of 
assignments with quality recruits: 
, , , .          (27)r j r j r j c c
r R j J c C
max v D E w s
∈ ∈ ∈
−∑∑ ∑  
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Objective function (27) maximizes the total value of assignments with quality recruits in R to fill 
jobs in J. 
Constraint Formulations 
 The first set of constraints for Sub-problem 1 makes sure that hard-to-fill job j is filled by 
at most one recruit in R: 
, , 1           .          (20)r j r j
r R
D E j H
∈
≤ ∀ ∈∑  
Constraint (20) is summed over every recruit in R that is available to fill hard-to-fill job j.  The 
second set of constraints for Sub-problem 1 makes sure that recruit r can fill at most one hard-to-
fill job in H: 
, , 1           .          (21)r j r j
j H
D E r R
∈
≤ ∀ ∈∑  
Constraint (21) is summed over every hard-to-fill job j that is available for recruit r to fill.  The 
last set of constraints for Sub-problem 1 represents the decision variable: 
, (22){0,1}           ,  .          r jE r R j H∈ ∀ ∈ ∈  
Constraint (22) states that the decision variable, ,r jE , is binary.  However, according to Gass 
(1985), all basic feasible solutions have integer values (Gass 1985).  This indicates that Sub-
problem 1 can be solved as a LP. 
The constraints for Sub-problem 2 are very similar to the constraints in Sub-problem 1 
(i.e., constraints (20), (21), and (22)), with the exception that hard-to-fill jobs j are now referred 
to any jobs j J∈ .  The first set of constraints for Sub-problem 2 makes sure that job j is filled by 
at most one recruit in R: 
, , 1           . (24)r j r j
r R
D E j J
∈
≤ ∀ ∈∑  
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Constraint (24) is summed over every recruit in R that is available to fill job j.  The second set of 
constraints for Sub-problem 2 makes sure that recruit r can fill at most one job in J: 
, , 1           . (25)r j r j
j J
D E r R
∈
≤ ∀ ∈∑  
Constraint (25) is summed over every job in J that is available for recruit r to fill.  The last set of 
constraints for Sub-problem 2 represents the decision variable: 
, (26){0,1}           ,  .r jE r R j J∈ ∀ ∈ ∈  
Constraint (26) states that the decision variable, ,r jE , is binary.  Similar to Sub-problem 1, all 
basic feasible solutions have integer values (Gass 1985).  Thus, Sub-problem 2 can also be 
solved as a LP. 
 The constraints from Sub-problem 2 are also prevalent in the constraint set for the Main 
Problem Formulation: 
, , 1           (28)r j r j
r R
D E j J
∈
≤ ∀ ∈∑  
, , 1           (29)r j r j
j J
D E r R
∈
≤ ∀ ∈∑  
, {0,1}           ,  . (32)r jE r R j J∈ ∀ ∈ ∈  
Specifically, the first (constraint (28)), second (constraint (29)), and fifth (constraint (32)) 
constraint sets in the Main Problem Formulation are the same as the constraint sets from Sub-
problem 2, respectively, and serve the same purpose.  After solving for F in Sub-problem 1, F 
becomes the RHS for the third constraint set in the Main Problem Formulation: 
, ,            (Sub-problem 1). (30)r j r j
r R j H
D E F
∈ ∈
≥∑∑  
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Constraint (30) ensures that the maximum number of assignments of recruits in R, available to 
fill hard-to-fill jobs in H, is attained.  After solving for cT  in Sub-problem 2 for each Class in C, 
cT  becomes the RHS for the fourth constraint set in the Main Problem Formulation: 
, , ,Rec             (Sub-problem 2). (31)r c r j r j c c
r R j J
D E s T c C
∈ ∈
+ ≥ ∀ ∈∑∑  
Constraint (31) ensures that the maximum number of assignments of recruits in R, who belong to 
a Class in C that are available to fill jobs in J, is attained.  This number also depends on the 
deviation from the target, cs , for each Class in C.  The last set of constraints for the Main 
Problem Formulation represents the non-negativity of the deviation from the target, cs , for each 
Class in C: 
0           . (33)cs c C≥ ∀ ∈  
Constraint (33) ensures that the deviation from the target, cs , for each Class in C will be a 
positive number; otherwise, a negative cs  value for any Class in C in constraint (33) would 
make the Main Problem Formulation infeasible.  Recall that because the Main Problem 
Formulation is totally unimodular, the binary condition for ,r jE  does not need to be imposed 
since the problem can be solved as a LP.  Refer to Appendix E for detailed information on total 
unimodularity for the Main Problem Formulation. 
Placing the constraints with the respective objective functions results in the model 
formulation for Sub-problem 1, Sub-problem 2, and the Main Problem Formulation, 
respectively: 
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 Model 8. Sub-problem 2 for Different Classes 
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Model 9. Main Problem Formulation 
 
Verification 
 To verify the matching algorithm produced the correct results when LINGO solved each 
problem instance, small randomly generated instances were used to compare the algorithm 
output against manual implementation.  These instances were varied between: the total number 
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of recruits and jobs (both ≤ 10), recruits of different Classes, recruit and job availability, and job 
types (i.e., hard-to-fill jobs vs. non hard-to-fill jobs).  The matching algorithm was used for each 
small instance where each small instance produced LINGO files with the corresponding Sub-
problems for hard-to-fill jobs and each Class (if either existed) and the Main Problem 
Formulation.  With the same small instances, the LP models were manually typed into respective 
LINGO files.  For each LINGO file (matching algorithm generated and manually generated), 
assignments were compared to one another.  If both results were equal in terms of objective 
functions and assignments, it would be considered successful and another small randomly 
generated instance would be created to make further comparisons.  This procedure was 
performed at least 30 times and in every case, both the matching algorithm generated and 
manually generated LINGO files were equal to one another.  Also, the matching algorithm 
generated and manually generated LINGO files were compared to each other to verify correct 
model formulation.  In each case, both matching algorithm and manually generated LP model 
formulations were similar to each other.  During the verification, it was assumed that because 
LINGO is a well-known, widely used and accepted optimization software package, the LINGO 
solver provided correct results with the given LP model formulations. 
 Application of this methodology is presented in the next section with testing, results, 
analysis, and validation.  
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IV.  Application, Results, and Analysis 
 
This section explains the application, results, and analysis using the methodology from 
the previous section.  First, the necessary inputs required for the models are explained.  Next, the 
output that the matching algorithm provides is discussed.  This is then followed with some 
background information to answer the research questions (previously mentioned in Section I).  
Finally, the validation of the matching algorithm is explained. 
Inputs, Outputs, and System Platform 
 For the 369th Recruiting Squadron model implementation, certain inputs are required to 
solve the three different models.  These inputs are specified using Microsoft Excel.  First, the 
availability of the recruit and job is required.  This is given by ,r jD  which is defined as a n x m 
matrix of recruits and jobs; if true, a “1” is placed within the respective cell and a blank 
otherwise (i.e., if ,r jD  = 1, then a “1” is placed in the r
th row of the jth column of D or a blank if 
,r jD  = 0).  Second, the recruit’s preference for a job is required.  This is given by ,r jP  which is 
defined as another n x m matrix of recruits and jobs; if one of the recruit’s top five preferences is 
present in the jobs for a given month, a “1” is placed within the respective cell and a blank 
otherwise (i.e., if ,r jP  = 1, then a “1” is placed in the r
th row of the jth column of P or a blank if 
,r jP  = 0).  Third, the recruit’s Class is required.  This is given by ,Recr c  which is defined as a     
n x k matrix of recruits and Classes.  If a recruit falls under any Class, a “1” is placed within the 
respective cell and a blank otherwise (i.e., if ,Recr c  = 1, then a “1” is placed in the r
th row of the 
cth column of Rec or a blank if ,Recr c  = 0).  For the 369
th, this is a n x 3 matrix of recruits and 
Classes 1, 2, and 3 (i.e., Hispanics, African American, and QT Score ≥ 50, respectively).  Fourth, 
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hard-to-fill jobs are required.  Recall that hard-to-fill jobs in H are a subset of the jobs in J (i.e., 
the hard-to-fill jobs matrix is a subset of ,r jD ).  The hard-to-fill jobs is defined as another matrix 
of at most n x m recruits and hard-to-fill jobs; if true, a “1” is placed within the respective cell 
and a blank otherwise (i.e., if ,r jD  = 1, where j is a hard-to-fill job, then a “1” is placed in the r
th 
row of the jth column of the hard-to-fill jobs matrix or a blank if ,r jD  = 0).  Finally, weighting 
levels are used for each Class consideration.  This allows the user to focus on a certain Class (or 
Classes) when the matching algorithm creates an optimal set of assignments.  Note that although 
the matrices may be sparse, arrays are used to store the inputs in order to save time developing 
the model formulations.  If memory or storage is an issue, there are alternative methods to store 
and manipulate the data.   
 Although there are several outputs created by the models, the final output is the only one 
the user is interested in given the inputs for the 369th models.  The first set of outputs (Sub-
problem 1) provides the maximum number of hard-to-fill jobs given ,r jD .  This is a basic 
assignment matching formulation that maximizes the number of assignments of hard-to-fill jobs 
given one recruit can occupy at most one hard-to-fill job and one hard-to-fill job can be occupied 
by at most one recruit.  The next set of outputs (Sub-problem 2) provides the maximum number 
of assignments of recruits who fall under certain Classes.  Again, this is a basic assignment 
matching formulation that maximizes the number of assignments of Class 1 given at most one 
recruit can occupy one job and one job can be occupied by at most one recruit.  This is the same 
for Classes 2 and 3.  The solutions from the hard-to-fill jobs and from each Class are used in the 
final model (Main Problem Formulation) to create the final output the user is interested in.  The 
output maximizes the total value of all recruit assignments while given the same constraints that 
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one recruit can occupy at most one job and one job can be occupied by at most one recruit.  This 
final output also meets the maximum number of hard-to-fill job assignments and minimizes the 
weighted deviation from the number of assignments for each Class with the given weighting 
levels.  The final outputs are: 
1) The specific recruit/job assignments. 
2) The percentage of assignments for each Class compared to the total number of 
assignments. 
3) The percentage of assignments for each Class compared to the maximum allowable 
assignments for each Class. 
4) The total number of assignments made. 
5) The maximum number of assignments each Class could achieve. 
6) The total number of assignments the matching algorithm finds for each Class given 
the weighting levels. 
7) The total number of jobs with the percentage of jobs assigned. 
 All tests and experiments were run using a PC with Windows XP Professional with 
Service Pack 3 as an operating system with an AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual Core Processor 4800+ 
(2.49 GHz), and 1.87 GB of RAM.  The optimal solutions were found using the Extended 
LINGO solver, version 11.0.0.20 (released 11 June 2008) with some changes to the default 
LINGO settings.  Refer to Figure 2 and Figure 3 in Appendix B for detailed settings. 
Generated Instances 
 Due to the limited number of monthly instances the 369th could provide, randomly 
generated instances were used to produce statistical significance.  To simulate what a typical 
month may look like, four 369th monthly instances were used to find low and high ranges.  Using 
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the four 369th monthly instances, the averages and standard deviations were found for the 
following categories: 
1) Total number of recruits in a given month. 
2) Total number of jobs in a given month. 
3) Percentage of Hispanics in a given month. 
4) Percentage of African Americans in a given month. 
5) Percentage of recruits who had QT Scores ≥ 50 in a given month. 
6) Total number of hard-to-fill jobs in a given month. 
7) Percentage of the availability of recruits and jobs ( ,r jD ) in a given month. 
8) Percentage of the recruits’ preferences ( ,r jP ) in a given month. 
For the category ranges, the low values of each category above is equal to the lowest value of the 
category minus one standard deviation and the high values of each category above is equal to the 
highest value of the category plus one standard deviation.  For example, the lowest value from 
the four 369th monthly instances for total recruits was 105, the highest value was 255, and the 
standard deviation for this category was 68.16 recruits.  The floor of the subtraction of 105 and 
68.16 is 36 recruits.  The ceiling of the addition of 255 and 68.16 is 324 recruits.  Therefore, the 
total number of recruits for each month varied randomly between 36 and 324.  This same 
approach was used for the remaining categories.  Table 4 displays the results from the four 369th 
monthly instances; these results were used to construct the low and high ranges for the various 
categories in order to generate random monthly instances: 
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Table 4. Actual 369th Monthly Results 
Categories Dec 2008 Feb 2009 Mar 2009 Apr 2009 
# Recruits 105 241 255 217 
# Jobs 93 109 114 103 
% Hispanic 43.81 46.06 45.10 47.00 
% African Amer. 12.38 8.71 6.27 7.37 
% QT Score ≥ 50 58.10 66.39 67.84 59.91 
# Hard-to-fill Jobs 2 6 10 3 
% Availability 5.56 8.82 8.28 9.48 
% Preferred 8.32 8.72 6.44 6.65 
 
Table 5 displays the averages, standard deviations, and the low/high ranges used to generate 
random monthly instances with the results from Table 4: 
Table 5. Averages, Standard Deviations, Low/High Ranges from Table 4 Results 
Categories Average Standard Deviation Low Range High Range 
# Recruits 204.5 68.16 36 324 
# Jobs 104.75 9.03 83 124 
% Hispanic 45.49 1.37 42 49 
% African Amer. 8.69 2.66 3 16 
% QT Score ≥ 50 63.06 4.78 53 73 
# Hard-to-fill Jobs 5.25 3.59 0 14 
% Availability 8.04 1.72 3 12 
% Preferred 7.53 1.15 5 10 
 
Time Results and Analysis 
 Recall that the current 369th Recruiting Squadron process of creating assignments is 
performed manually and can take up to two weeks to complete.  Thus, to answer the question of 
how much time could be saved using the matching algorithm provided in this research versus the 
369th’s current method, randomly generated monthly instances for three groups were used.  The 
first group is the Squadron Level (SL) size instances (from Table 5 above), the second group is 
the Multi-Squadron Level (MSL) size instances (a factor between 2-3 times the size of the first 
group), and the final group is the Air Force Level (AFL) size instances (limited to the amount of 
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CPU memory).  Both the MSL and AFL size instances used the same range parameters as the SL 
size instances with the exceptions of the number of recruits, number of jobs, and number of hard-
to-fill jobs.  The number of hard-to-fill jobs (high range) for the MSL and AFL size instances 
was found using the percentage of hard-to-fill jobs in the SL size instances and multiplying that 
percentage by the high range from the MSL and AFL size instances.  Table 6 displays the ranges 
used for the three groups: 
Table 6. Ranges for the Three Groups 
Categories SL 
(low) 
SL 
(high) 
MSL 
(low) 
MSL 
(high) 
AFL 
(low) 
AFL 
(high) 
# Recruits 36 324 108 648 1300 1500 
# Jobs 83 124 166 372 1000 1400 
% Hispanic 42 49 42 49 42 49 
% African Amer. 3 16 3 16 3 16 
% QT Score ≥ 50 53 73 53 73 53 73 
# Hard-to-fill Jobs 0 14 0 42 0 158 
% Availability 3 12 3 12 3 12 
% Preferred 5 10 5 10 5 10 
 
Using Excel’s data analysis function, random numbers were generated using a uniform 
distribution with the low and high ranges for each category for the three groups.  2,000 instances 
were randomly generated for the first group, 1,500 instances were randomly generated for the 
second group, and 1,000 instances were randomly generated for the final group.  
Table 7 through Table 9 displays the results for the computational times (in seconds) to 
create the LP model formulations using VBA, the computational times (in seconds) to solve the 
LP models with LINGO, and the total computational time (in seconds) using the combination of 
VBA and LINGO times for each group, respectively: 
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Table 7. Results from the Three Groups (VBA Times in seconds) 
Size Average Standard Deviation 95% Confidence Interval 
SL 1.61 1.57 (1.54, 1.68) 
MSL 9.95 8.35 (9.53, 10.37) 
AFL 199.47 111.63 (192.68, 206.50) 
 
Table 8. Results from the Three Groups (LINGO Times in seconds) 
Size Average Standard Deviation 95% Confidence Interval 
SL 0.31 0.29 (0.29, 0.32) 
MSL 1.34 0.84 (1.29, 1.38) 
AFL 55.70 23.20 (54.28, 57.16) 
 
Table 9. Results from the Three Groups (Total Times in seconds) 
Size Average Standard Deviation 95% Confidence Interval 
SL 1.91 1.66 (1.84, 1.98) 
MSL 9.05 7.02 (10.85,11.74) 
AFL 255.17 125.49 (247.32, 263.08) 
 
The averages and standard deviations are based upon the number of randomly generated 
instances for each group.  However, because non-normal distributions were detected for the three 
groups for the three times reported (refer to Figure 4 through Figure 12  in Appendix B), a 
bootstrap method, using matrix laboratory’s (MATLAB) bootstrap function, was used to find the 
respective confidence intervals.  The bootstrap method is a technique that allows the estimation 
of a sample, regardless of its distribution (Varian 2005).  In this case, because the data suggests a 
non-normal distribution, the bootstrap method (using 10,000 re-samples) was used to calculate 
the 95% confidence intervals for the three groups for the three times reported in Table 7 through 
Table 9. 
 Currently, the 369th manually assigns recruits and jobs each month and can take up to two 
weeks to come up with a feasible set of assignments.  These assignments are not guaranteed to be 
optimal in terms of the user’s end goal.  Based on the respective results reported for the three 
groups, it is evident that the matching algorithm presented in this research is clearly faster at 
determining a feasible set of assignments that is also guaranteed to be optimal.  To put it in 
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perspective of man-hour savings per year, assume all times involved, with the exception of 
creating assignments, are the same for the matching algorithm and the 369th current method (e.g., 
getting user data before creating assignments and analyzing results after assignments are 
created).  Now, assume the 369th takes five working days (approximately one week) to solve a 
problem instance using the ranges for the SL size instances and it takes one recruiter, on average, 
5 man-hours per day.  Over the one week period, 5x5 = 25 man-hours are spent to create a 
feasible set of assignments for each month.  During the course of the year, approximately 25x12 
(months) = 300 man-hours are spent trying to create feasible assignments that are not necessarily 
guaranteed to be optimal.  According to the statistics this research provides, it would take, on 
average, 1.91 seconds (or 0.00053 hours) for the matching algorithm to provide an optimal set of 
assignments.  Therefore, during the course of one year, approximately 1.91x12 (months) = 22.92 
seconds would be spent to create an optimal set of assignments.  That is a savings of 
approximately 299.99 man-hours per year.  In an extreme case, make the same assumptions as 
stated above but using the ranges for the AFL size instances.  During the course of one year, 
approximately 255.17x12 (months) = 3,062.04 seconds (or 0.85 hours) would be spent to create 
an optimal set of assignments using the matching algorithm provided in this research.  This is 
still a savings of approximately 299.15 man-hours per year.  Note that 25 man-hours spent to 
create a feasible set of assignments each month is a very conservative estimate for AFL size 
instances, which would most likely require a more significant amount of time.   
 There are limitations to using the matching algorithm.  The amount of processing power 
can affect the time it takes to solve instances of the three groups.  If a slower processor is used, it 
is expected that the results in Table 7 through Table 9 would be slower; faster times would be 
expected with a faster processor.  The amount of physical memory that was used in this research 
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limited the size of randomly generated AFL size instances; more physical memory would allow 
for larger AFL size instances.  Refer to Appendix C for further information regarding CPU times 
to solve problem instances. 
Quantity vs. Quality of Assignments Results and Analysis 
 The 369th Recruiting Squadron would like to assign as many recruits as possible to 
available jobs for any given month (subject to the total number of jobs available for that given 
month).  Although the 369th would like to maximize the number of assignments, they are more 
interested in assigning quality recruits to jobs.  If assigning quality recruits to jobs also 
maximizes the number of assignments, then maximizing the number of assignments would be an 
added bonus.  Thus, to answer the question if finding the maximum number of assignments 
versus maximum value of assignments provides better results in terms of percentage of 
assignments for each Class, the same randomly generated instances from the first group (SL size 
instances) are used to conduct this test.  All LP model formulations are created using the 
matching algorithm provided in this research; however, there are two Main Problem 
Formulations to capture the differences in quantity versus quality.  The first Main Problem 
Formulation comes from Model 9 and the second Main Problem Formulation uses Model 9 but 
adds the constraint (*) of meeting the maximum number of assignments allowed: 
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Model 10. Main Problem Formulation with Maximum Number of Matches 
 
Model 10 maximizes the value of assignments with quality recruits in R to fill jobs in J but uses 
constraint (*) to ensure the maximum number of assignments allowed, M, is achieved.  M is 
found by using Model 9, but eliminating the value parameter ( ,r jv ) in the objective function (**).  
Specifically: 
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Model 11. Maximum Matching Model 
Model 11 finds the maximum number of assignments for recruits in R to fill jobs in J.  In both 
model formulations (quantity and quality), a weighting of zero (i.e., wc = 0 for all Classes in C) 
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was used.  A weighting of zero preserves objectivity when maximizing both objective functions 
when capturing the differences in assignments between both model formulations (if any 
differences exist). 
 Table 10 through Table 12 displays the results obtained using the same 2,000 randomly 
generated instances from the first group (SL size instances) for the quantity of assignments, the 
quality of assignments, and the differences between both model formulations: 
Table 10. Quantity of Assignments Results 
 Total 
Matches 
Class 1 
(Hispanics) 
Class 2 
(African Americans) 
Class 3 
(QT Scores ≥ 50) 
Average 94.89 62.36% 14.57% 77.51% 
Std. Dev. 20.48 14.24% 7.90% 12.28% 
95% C.I. (94.00, 95.79) (61.74%, 62.97%) (14.22%, 14.92%) (76.98%, 78.04%) 
 
Table 11. Quality of Assignments Results 
 Total 
Matches 
Class 1 
(Hispanics) 
Class 2 
(African Americans) 
Class 3 
(QT Scores ≥ 50) 
Average 94.87 62.95% 14.69% 77.89% 
Std. Dev. 20.48 14.79% 8.05% 12.50% 
95% C.I. (93.98, 95.75) (62.30%, 63.61%) (14.33%, 15.04%) (77.34%, 78.44%) 
 
Table 12. Difference between Quantity and Quality of Assignments Results 
 Total 
Matches 
Class 1 
(Hispanics) 
Class 2 
(African Americans) 
Class 3 
(QT Scores ≥ 50) 
Average 0.03 1.32% 0.52% 1.10% 
Std. Dev. 0.21 1.66% 0.85% 1.35% 
95% C.I. (0.02, 0.04) (1.24%, 1.39%) (0.48%, 0.55%) (1.04%, 1.16%) 
 
The averages and standard deviations are based upon the 2,000 randomly generated instances 
from the first group (SL size instances).  However, because non-normal distributions were 
detected from the total number of assignments and the three Classes between the quantity, 
quality, and the differences between both model formulations (refer to Figure 13 through Figure 
24 in Appendix B), a bootstrap method, using MATLAB’s bootstrap function, was used to find 
the respective 95% confidence intervals using 10,000 re-samples.  The percentages for each 
Class were found by taking the total number of assignments for each Class and dividing by the 
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total number of assignments (e.g., using Table 11, of the 94.87 total matches, 62.95% were from 
Class 1, 14.69% were from Class 2, and 77.89% were from Class 3). 
 The quantity model formulation is expected to focus more on maximizing the number of 
assignments for each problem instance and the quality model formulation is expected to focus 
more on maximizing the number of assignments for each Class.  Table 12 shows that with the 
2,000 randomly generated instances, the quantity model formulation was slightly higher on 
average compared to the quality model formulation when it came to maximizing the number of 
assignments.  Note that in approximately 97.80% of the 2,000 randomly generated instances, the 
total number of assignments using the quantity model formulation equaled the total number of 
assignments using the quality model formulation.  Table 12 also shows that for each respective 
Class, the quantity model formulation was slightly lower on average compared to the quality 
model formulation when it came to maximizing the number of assignments for each Class.  
Although it appears that both model formulations are similar because the differences are very 
small, they are statistically different.  Using a paired t-test to compare the differences in averages 
between the quantity and quality model formulations, the results indicate the two model 
formulations are statistically different (refer to Appendix B, Table 22 through Table 25).  
Because the 369th is more interested in assigning quality recruits to jobs, the quality model 
formulation is used to perform the analysis on the weighting sensitivity for each Class. 
Weighting Sensitivity Results and Analysis 
 Recall that the 369th Recruiting Squadron is more interested in assigning quality recruits 
to jobs for any given month.  The 369th also has yearly goals/targets to achieve for each Class 
(i.e., there are yearly goals/targets to meet (or exceed) certain percentages for each Class).  Using 
appropriate weighting levels for each Class could result in meeting (or exceeding) the yearly 
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goals/targets set for each Class.  Thus, to answer the question of meeting (or exceeding) the 
user’s defined percentage goals/targets for each Class using the matching algorithm provided in 
this research, different scenarios are compared to examine the sensitivity on the weighting levels 
for each Class using 30 different randomly generated instances (using the ranges for the SL size 
instances in Table 6) per scenario.  Two different experiments were performed to capture the 
percentage of recruits from a certain Class that are assigned compared to the maximum number 
of assignments for that respective Class (actual assigned from a Class divided by the maximum 
assignments allowable for that respective Class) and to capture the percentage of recruits for 
each Class that are assigned compared to the total number of assignments (actual assigned from a 
Class divided by the total number of assignments).  For the 369th, there are three Classes and the 
different scenarios use weighting levels of 0, 1, 2, and 3.  Using three Classes and four weighting 
levels, 64 different scenarios were created to examine the sensitivity for every weighting level 
possibility.  With 30 different randomly generated instances per scenario (at four weighting 
levels each), 64x30 = 1,920 total runs were performed for each experiment to capture the overall 
weighting sensitivity.  JMP was used to create the designs of experiments (DOEs) to capture the 
sensitivity of the weighting levels for each Class.   
 The first experiment compared the percentage of recruits actually assigned from each 
Class versus the maximum number of recruits that could be assigned in each respective Class.  
Table 13 through Table 15 displays the weighting sensitivity from the 64 scenarios with the 
weighting levels for Class 1, 2, and 3, respectively: 
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Table 13. JMP Parameter Estimates for Class 1: Hispanics (Max Possible) 
Term   Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>|t| 
Intercept  0.866993 0.006067 142.89 0.0000* 
w1  0.0493301 0.002145 23.00 <.0001* 
w2  -0.003388 0.002145 -1.58 0.1144 
w3  -0.039323 0.002145 -18.33 <.0001* 
(w1-1.5)*(w2-1.5)  -0.003981 0.001919 -2.07 0.0382* 
(w1-1.5)*(w3-1.5)  -0.00472 0.001919 -2.46 0.0140* 
(w2-1.5)*(w3-1.5)  0.0061084 0.001919 3.18 0.0015* 
(w1-1.5)*(w2-1.5)*(w3-1.5)  0.0003339 0.001716 0.19 0.8458 
 
Table 14. JMP Parameter Estimates for Class 2: African Americans (Max Possible) 
Term   Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>|t| 
Intercept  0.8443679 0.007557 111.74 0.0000* 
w1  -0.014565 0.002672 -5.45 <.0001* 
w2  0.0606193 0.002672 22.69 <.0001* 
w3  -0.020863 0.002672 -7.81 <.0001* 
(w1-1.5)*(w2-1.5)  -0.003323 0.00239 -1.39 0.1645 
(w1-1.5)*(w3-1.5)  0.0211528 0.00239 8.85 <.0001* 
(w2-1.5)*(w3-1.5)  -0.004403 0.00239 -1.84 0.0655 
(w1-1.5)*(w2-1.5)*(w3-1.5)  -0.009338 0.002137 -4.37 <.0001* 
 
Table 15. JMP Parameter Estimates for Class 3: QT Scores (Max Possible) 
Term   Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>|t| 
Intercept  0.8938322 0.00544 164.30 0.0000* 
w1  -0.035135 0.001923 -18.27 <.0001* 
w2  -0.005095 0.001923 -2.65 0.0081* 
w3  0.0437538 0.001923 22.75 <.0001* 
(w1-1.5)*(w2-1.5)  0.0050627 0.00172 2.94 0.0033* 
(w1-1.5)*(w3-1.5)  0.0021218 0.00172 1.23 0.2176 
(w2-1.5)*(w3-1.5)  -0.00405 0.00172 -2.35 0.0187* 
(w1-1.5)*(w2-1.5)*(w3-1.5)  -0.000532 0.001539 -0.35 0.7295 
 
The tables above estimate the amount of trade-off that could be expected for an increase in one 
weighting level for each Class.  For example, in Table 13, if the weight for Class 1 increases by 
one weighting level, the estimate for the percent of assignments from Class 1 would increase 
approximately 4.93%, Class 2 would decrease approximately 1.46%, and Class 3 would decrease 
approximately 3.51%.  Note this example is solely focusing on Class 1 (i.e., the weighting levels 
for Classes 2 and 3 are zero, or w2 = w3 = 0). 
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The first experiment suggests the interactions between the weighting levels for Classes 1 
and 3 would have a more significant impact compared to the interactions between the weighting 
levels for Classes 1 and 2 or Classes 2 and 3, according to Table 13 through Table 15.  This 
intuitively makes sense because a higher percentage of the total assignments come from Classes 
1 and 3.  Table 14 suggests that varying the weighting levels for Class 2 would have a greater 
impact on itself; however, varying the weighting levels for Class 2 would cause a less significant 
change between the other two Classes.  Again, this is because Class 2 accounts for a small 
percentage of the total number of assignments. 
 The second experiment compares the percentage of recruits actually assigned from each 
Class versus the total number of assignments.  Table 16 through Table 18 displays weighting 
sensitivity from the 64 scenarios with the weighting levels for Class 1, 2, and 3, respectively: 
Table 16. JMP Parameter Estimates for Class 1: Hispanics (Total Assignments) 
Term   Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>|t| 
Intercept  0.6692824 0.009412 71.11 0.0000* 
w1  0.0447426 0.003328 13.45 <.0001* 
w2  -0.003472 0.003328 -1.04 0.2968 
w3  -0.034848 0.003328 -10.47 <.0001* 
(w1-1.5)*(w2-1.5)  -0.003898 0.002976 -1.31 0.1905 
(w1-1.5)*(w3-1.5)  -0.004752 0.002976 -1.60 0.1105 
(w2-1.5)*(w3-1.5)  0.006016 0.002976 2.02 0.0434* 
(w1-1.5)*(w2-1.5)*(w3-1.5)  0.0003901 0.002662 0.15 0.8835 
 
Table 17. JMP Parameter Estimates for Class 2: African American (Total Assignments) 
Term   Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>|t| 
Intercept  0.144826 0.003734 38.79 <.0001* 
w1  -0.003532 0.00132 -2.68 0.0075* 
w2  0.0135668 0.00132 10.28 <.0001* 
w3  -0.004473 0.00132 -3.39 0.0007* 
(w1-1.5)*(w2-1.5)  -0.000764 0.001181 -0.65 0.5178 
(w1-1.5)*(w3-1.5)  0.0051834 0.001181 4.39 <.0001* 
(w2-1.5)*(w3-1.5)  -0.001222 0.001181 -1.04 0.3008 
(w1-1.5)*(w2-1.5)*(w3-1.5)  -0.002091 0.001056 -1.98 0.0479* 
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Table 18. JMP Parameter Estimates for Class 3: QT Scores (Total Assignments) 
Term   Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>|t| 
Intercept  0.790429 0.006515 121.33 0.0000* 
w1  -0.034607 0.002303 -15.03 <.0001* 
w2  -0.005034 0.002303 -2.19 0.0290* 
w3  0.0428685 0.002303 18.61 <.0001* 
(w1-1.5)*(w2-1.5)  0.0050861 0.00206 2.47 0.0136* 
(w1-1.5)*(w3-1.5)  0.0020816 0.00206 1.01 0.3124 
(w2-1.5)*(w3-1.5)  -0.004061 0.00206 -1.97 0.0489* 
(w1-1.5)*(w2-1.5)*(w3-1.5)  -0.000545 0.001843 -0.30 0.7673 
 
The tables above estimate the amount of trade-off that could be expected for an increase in one 
weighting level for each Class.  For example, in Table 16, if the weight for Class 1 increases by 
one weighting level, the estimate for the percent of assignments from Class 1 would increase 
approximately 4.47%, Class 2 would decrease approximately 0.35%, and Class 3 would decrease 
approximately 3.48%.  Note this example is solely focusing on Class 1 (i.e., the weighting levels 
for Classes 2 and 3 are zero, or w2 = w3 = 0) 
The second experiment, like the first experiment, suggests the interactions between the 
weighting levels for Classes 1 and 3 would have a more significant impact compared to the 
interactions between the weighting levels for Classes 1 and 2 or Classes 2 and 3, according to 
Table 16 through Table 18, because a higher percentage of the total assignments come from 
Classes 1 and 3.  Similar to the first experiment, Table 17 suggests that varying the weighting 
levels for Class 2 would have a greater impact on itself and a lesser impact between the other two 
Classes because Class 2 accounts for a small percentage of the total number of assignments. 
 There are limitations for selecting weighting levels to achieve desired outcomes.  Due to 
time constraints, only 30 different randomly generated instances were performed (compared to 
the 2,000 randomly generated instances for the SL size instances).  Also, the experiments were 
performed based upon the four 369th monthly instances (i.e., ranges listed in Table 5) so there is 
potential for a large amount of variability compared to the estimated results in Table 13 through 
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Table 18.  Thus, there is no exact answer to achieving desired results based upon the DOEs; 
however, there are three “Rule of Thumb” scenarios which could achieve desired results: 
1) Recall that 0 cw C≤ ≤ .  If focusing solely on one Class, it would be expected that 
maximizing the weight for that Class and minimizing the weight for the other Classes 
could result in a higher percentage of total assignments for that one Class (e.g., w1 = 3 
and w2 = w3 = 0). 
2) Applying a zero weighting for all Classes and establishing a baseline using the 
statistical results should give a general idea of how the different Classes would be 
affected with different weighting levels when running the matching algorithm 
multiple times. 
3) The normalized the ratio of the maximum value each Class provides to the total 
number of assignments should indicate where most of the value comes from.  This 
should impact how many recruits from that respective Class are assigned. 
Refer to Figure 27 in Appendix D for further analysis. 
Other Applications 
 Although the matching algorithm was developed for the 369th Recruiting Squadron, this 
matching algorithm could also be applied to other areas of assignment matching problems.  The 
369th is focused on meeting hard-to-fill jobs and filling jobs with quality recruits while trying to 
meet percentage goals for each Class.  However, Sub-problem 2 is capable of handling a diverse 
set of objectives.  For example, if a company is looking to hire any number of applicants based 
upon education, experience, skill level, and criminal records, the matching algorithm would 
associate respective values for each applicant and each job the applicant is qualified for based 
upon the set criteria.  This would output an optimal set of assignments based upon the given 
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objectives and, because this matching algorithm potentially saves the user a significant amount 
of time over a long period, this would allow the user to focus more time on other areas of need 
(e.g., setting up and conducting interviews, potentially reducing the amount of man-power 
needed to create feasible assignments, expediting the assignment process, etc.).  There are many 
different potential problems where this matching algorithm could be applied to produce optimal 
assignments based upon certain criteria; however, there are limitations as discussed previously, 
so caution is advised when implementing this algorithm. 
Validation 
Four 369th Recruiting Squadron monthly instances were provided for the months of 
December 2008, February 2009, March 2009, and April 2009, as given in Table 4.  Table 19 
displays the FY09 goals/targets for the 369th Recruiting Squadron: 
Table 19. FY09 Enlisted Accessions Goals/Targets 
 FY09 Goals/Targets 
Class 1 (Hisp.) 39.22% 
Class 2 (Af. Am.) 11.04% 
Class 3 (CAT I-IIIA) 75.40% 
 
The matching algorithm was run on these four monthly instances.  Table 20 and Table 21 
displays the matching algorithm results and averages for the four monthly instances on the  
actual number of assignments for each Class versus total number of assignments and on the 
actual number of assignments for each Class versus maximum number of assignments for each 
Class, respectively: 
Table 20. Matching Algorithm Results for the Monthly Instances (over total assignments) 
 Dec 2008 Feb 2009 Mar 2009 Apr 2009 Average 
Class 1 (Hisp.) 42.50% 42.99% 54.05% 51.04% 47.65% 
Class 2 (Af. Am.) 15.00% 11.21% 12.61% 12.50% 12.83% 
Class 3 (CAT I-IIIA) 75.00% 89.72% 93.69% 89.58% 87.00% 
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Table 21. Matching Algorithm Results for the Monthly Instances (over max # in Class) 
 Dec 2008 Feb 2009 Mar 2009 Apr 2009 Average 
Class 1 (Hisp.) 80.95% 80.70% 78.95% 66.22% 76.71% 
Class 2 (Af. Am.) 75.00% 66.67% 93.33% 80.00% 78.75% 
Class 3 (CAT I-IIIA) 100% 97.96% 93.69% 91.49% 95.79% 
 
For Class 1 (Hispanics), Class 2 (African Americans), and Class 3 (CAT I-IIIA), the 
goals/targets are 39.22%, 11.04%, and 75.40% (refer to Table 19).  It is evident from Table 20 
that, on average, all three goals/targets were exceeded using the matching algorithm provided in 
this research.  For Classes 1, 2, and 3, the matching algorithm exceeded the goals/targets by 8.43, 
1.79, and 11.60 percentage points, respectively (or showed an increase of 21.49%, 16.21%, and 
15.38%, respectively).  The averages were taken from a small sample (i.e., four 369th monthly 
instances); however, with a larger sample, the matching algorithm provided in this research has 
the potential to not only meet the user’s monthly and yearly goals/targets, but will also save the 
user several hundred man-hours every year. 
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V.  Conclusions and Future Work 
 
 This section discusses the conclusions and possible future work from this research.  First, 
concluding remarks from this research are discussed.  Next, possible work that could be further 
explored is explained.  Finally, the contributions this research provides is stated.  
Though the previous research aforementioned is not collectively exhaustive, it enabled 
this research to find a new method of finding an optimal set of assignments that maximized the 
total value of those assignments while taking into consideration the different Classes using a 
weighting structure to articulate which Class (or Classes) to focus on.  From the methodology, 
the matching algorithm was developed and validated.  This matching algorithm demonstrated 
that is has the potential to not only meet the user’s goals/targets each month (refer to Table 19 
and Table 20), but can also save the user several hundred man-hours every year (refer to Table 
9).  The extra man-hours could be used in other productive areas such as focusing more hours 
towards recruiting efforts or working to sign and place recruits to jobs.  The results from Table 9 
and Table 20 clearly indicate this matching algorithm can be a valuable tool for the 369th 
Recruiting Squadron.   
Due to time constraints, three questions were asked: savings in time, quantity versus 
quality of assignments, and meeting user goals for percentage of assignments for each Class.  All 
three questions were answered with positive results.  However, two questions that could be 
analyzed involve Sub-problem 2.  First, would solving Sub-problem 2 with a multi-objective 
approach, compared to a single-objective approach, provide better results in terms of percentage 
of assignments for each Class (i.e., would performing bound analysis to get tighter RHS on the 
cT  values provide better results in terms of percentage of assignments for each Class)?  Second, 
would solving Sub-problem 2 with a multi-objective approach provide a computational 
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advantage compared to the methods used in this research?  Given more time, further analysis 
could be performed to approximate weighting levels for each Class to achieve desired results.  
This would require more 369th monthly instances (compared to the four used in this research) in 
order to better approximate parameter settings for the various categories (as in Table 4 and Table 
5).  Finally, better methods may exist to increase performance/results of the matching algorithm 
(e.g., a new VBA algorithm to improve performance).  
 The contributions for the 369th are evident: a matching algorithm that quickly creates an 
optimal set of assignments that exceeds the goals/targets set for each Class.  However, there are 
two contributions to the OR community.  The first OR contribution involves the complexity of 
the Main Model Formulation (Model 9).  Because this research showed that total unimodularity 
holds for the Main Problem Formulation, adding additional Sub-problem side constraints does 
not add to the complexity of the Main Problem Formulation (i.e., the Main Problem Formulation 
can be solved in polynomial time).  The second OR contribution involves the application.  
Although the matching algorithm was created for the 369th, Sub-problem 2 is capable of handling 
a diverse set of objectives.  The matching algorithm (given the limitations previously defined) 
could be applied to produce optimal assignments, based upon user criteria, in many different 
potential problems (e.g., weapons to targets, individuals to jobs, or machines to tasks).  
The 369th Recruiting Squadron is considering implementation of the matching algorithm 
to help optimize the number of assignments and user goals/targets for each month and fiscal 
years.  
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Appendix A.  Communication between VBA and LINGO 
 Appendix A shows how to communicate between VBA and LINGO.  Below is an excerpt 
from the LP model within the LINGO file: 
Print #fnum, "[soln] max = "; 
 
This is followed by the decision variables with coefficients using the LINGO syntax to create the 
objective function.  The “[soln]” is used to capture the objective function value when the LP 
model is solved using LINGO.  After constructing the various constraints for the LP model, 
below is a method to output to text files for VBA to read as input: 
Print #fnum, "CALC:" 
Print #fnum, "     t0 = @TIME();" 
Print #fnum, "     @SET('TERSEO',3);" 
Print #fnum, "     @SET('DUALCO',0);" 
Print #fnum, "     @SET('STAWIN',0);" 
Print #fnum, "     @SOLVE();" 
Print #fnum, "     t1 = @TIME();" 
Print #fnum, "     t2 = t1 - t0;" 
Print #fnum, "     @TEXT('filename1.txt') = t2;" 
Print #fnum, "     @TEXT('filename2.txt') = soln;" 
Print #fnum, "     @DIVERT('filename3.txt');" 
Print #fnum, "     @SOLU(0);" 
Print #fnum, "     @DIVERT();" 
Print #fnum, "ENDCALC" 
Print #fnum, 
 
Under the “CALC:” field, the initial time, “t0”, is captured.  “@SET('TERSEO',3)” sets the level 
of output to nothing to save overall time.  “@SET('DUALCO',0)” forgoes the dual computations 
(i.e., dual values and ranges), which also saves overall time.  “@SET('STAWIN',0)” forgoes the 
status window display to minimize script command errors sent to LINGO from VBA.  
“@SOLVE()” solves the given LP model.  “t1” captures the time elapsed since solving the LP 
model and “t2” represents the total time it takes to solve the LP model and stores it in a text file.  
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Once the LP model is solved, the solution (“[soln]”) is stored in another text file.  
“@DIVERT('filename3.txt')” creates another text file to capture the resulting output from solving 
the LP model.  “@SOLU(0)” is used to capture only the non-zero elements in the resulting 
output and “@DIVERT()” is used to send the output to the respective text file.  “ENDCALC” is 
used to end the “CALC:” field. 
 The text files created from solving the LP model can be called from VBA.  Below is an 
excerpt from the VBA code to call the respective text files: 
Sub Name_of_Subroutine() 
 
    Dim isSolDone As String 
    Dim isTimeDone As String 
    Dim LINGOapp As Variant 
     
    LINGOapp = Shell("C:\Lingo11\Lingo11 -O" & "LINGOfileName.lg4", 1) 
         
    Sleep WaitLingoOpen 
    SendKeys "^u", True  
     
    isSolDone = Dir(FolderDirectory & "filename2.txt") 
    isTimeDone = Dir(FolderDirectory & "filename1.txt") 
    While isSolDone = "" 
        isSolDone = Dir(FolderDirectory & " filename2.txt") 
    Wend 
 
    While isTimeDone = "" 
        isTimeDone = Dir(FolderDirectory & " filename1.txt") 
    Wend 
         
    Sleep WaitLingoClose 
    SendKeys "{F10}", True  
     
    Open "filename2.txt" For Input As #1  
    Input #1, variable_name1  
    Close #1 
     
    If F < 1 Then 
        F = 0 
    End If 
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    Open " filename1.txt" For Input As #2 
    Input #2, variable_name2  
    Close #2 
         
End Sub  
 
This VBA algorithm dimensions variable names which are used in the subroutine.  It then opens 
LINGO and the respective LINGO file.  A script command is sent to wait a certain period of 
time (“WaitLingoOpen” is a variable that is user-dimensioned in the VBA code) to allow 
LINGO to finish opening the file and then another script command is sent to solve the LINGO 
file.  Once the LINGO file is solved and before the LINGO program is closed, the respective text 
files need to be present.  Once it is determined the respective text files are present, a script 
command is sent to wait a certain period of time (“WaitLingoClose” is another variable that is 
user-dimensioned in the VBA code) to allow LINGO to finish processing and then another script 
command is sent to close LINGO.  “variable_name1” and “variable_name2”, which are 
variables that are user-dimensioned in the VBA code, store the values of the respective text files 
for use in the VBA algorithm.  The third text file “filename3.txt”, which is not referred to in the 
subroutine above, can be called from VBA for data manipulation however the user feels is 
necessary.  For more detailed information on the VBA code used for the matching algorithm, 
please contact the person responsible for this thesis. 
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Appendix B.  Additional Figures and Tables 
 Appendix B contains additional figures and tables discussed in the research.  First, Figure 
2 and Figure 3 shows the changes to the LINGO default settings.  Next, Figure 4 through Figure 
24 shows the different distributions for three group’s times and the quantity versus quality of 
assignments.  Finally, Table 22 through Table 25 shows the paired t-tests for the quantity versus 
quality of assignments.   
 
Figure 2. LINGO Settings under Interface Tab 
 
 
Figure 3. LINGO Settings under Model Generator Tab 
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Figure 4. AFL VBA Times Histogram 
 
 
Figure 5. AFL LINGO Times Histogram 
 
 
Figure 6. AFL Total Times Histogram 
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Figure 7. MSL VBA Times Histogram 
 
 
Figure 8. MSL LINGO Times Histogram 
 
 
Figure 9. MSL Total Times Histogram 
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Figure 10. SL VBA Times Histogram 
 
 
Figure 11. SL LINGO Times Histogram 
 
 
Figure 12. SL Total Times Histogram 
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Figure 13. Quantity of Matches (Class 1: Hispanics) 
 
 
Figure 14. Quality of Matches (Class 1: Hispanics) 
 
 
Figure 15. Difference of Matches (Class 1: Hispanics) 
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Figure 16. Quantity of Matches (Class 2: African Americans) 
 
 
Figure 17. Quality of Matches (Class 2: African Americans) 
 
 
Figure 18. Difference of Matches (Class 2: African Americans) 
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Figure 19. Quantity of Matches (Class 3: QT Scores) 
 
 
Figure 20. Quality of Matches (Class 3: QT Scores) 
 
 
Figure 21. Difference of Matches (Class 3: QT Scores) 
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Figure 22. Quantity of Matches (Total # of Matches) 
 
 
Figure 23. Quality of Matches (Total # of Matches) 
 
 
Figure 24. Difference of Matches (Total # of Matches) 
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Table 22. Paired t-Test for Class 1 (Hispanics) 
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for 
Means 
  
Class 1 (Hispanics) 
    
  Quantity Quality 
Mean 0.623637617 0.629460802 
Variance 0.020271316 0.021867806 
Observations 2000 2000 
Pearson Correlation 0.990890815   
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0   
df 1999   
t Stat -12.80159797   
P(T<=t) one-tail 2.02018E-36   
t Critical one-tail 1.645616249   
P(T<=t) two-tail 4.04036E-36   
t Critical two-tail 1.96115137   
 
Table 23. Paired t-Test for Class 2 (African Americans) 
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for 
Means 
  
Class 2 (African 
Americans) 
    
  Quantity Quality 
Mean 0.145669631 0.146894085 
Variance 0.006240726 0.00648056 
Observations 2000 2000 
Pearson Correlation 0.992561337   
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0   
df 1999   
t Stat -5.56358808   
P(T<=t) one-tail 1.49914E-08   
t Critical one-tail 1.645616249   
P(T<=t) two-tail 2.99828E-08   
t Critical two-tail 1.96115137   
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Table 24. Paired t-Test for Class 3 (QT Scores) 
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for 
Means 
  
Class 3 (QT Scores) 
    
  Quantity Quality 
Mean 0.775085445 0.778867135 
Variance 0.015069818 0.015632544 
Observations 2000 2000 
Pearson Correlation 0.990785052   
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0   
df 1999   
t Stat -9.965099988   
P(T<=t) one-tail 3.66195E-23   
t Critical one-tail 1.645616249   
P(T<=t) two-tail 7.3239E-23   
t Critical two-tail 1.96115137   
 
Table 25. Paired t-Test for Total # of Matches 
t-Test: Paired Two Sample for 
Means 
  
Total Matches 
    
  Quantity Quality 
Mean 94.8935 94.8655 
Variance 419.4088622 419.5321758 
Observations 2000 2000 
Pearson Correlation 0.999948472   
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0   
df 1999   
t Stat 6.022019327   
P(T<=t) one-tail 1.0223E-09   
t Critical one-tail 1.645616249   
P(T<=t) two-tail 2.0446E-09   
t Critical two-tail 1.96115137   
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Appendix C.  VBA and LINGO Completion Times 
Appendix C shows the VBA and LINGO completion times.  Table 26 displays the VBA 
completion times to create the LP models into LINGO files using a PC with Windows 7 Ultimate 
(64-bit) as an operating system with an Intel Core 2 Duo E8500 (3.16 GHz), and 4.00 GB of 
RAM:   
Table 26. VBA Completion Times using a n x n Recruit/Job Matrix 
# of Elements in the Matrix n x n Matrix VBA Completion Times (sec) 
10000 100 0.30 
22500 150 0.69 
40000 200 1.22 
62500 250 1.95 
90000 300 2.84 
122500 350 3.84 
160000 400 5.08 
202500 450 6.52 
250000 500 7.98 
302500 550 9.73 
360000 600 11.56 
422500 650 13.78 
490000 700 15.73 
562500 750 18.28 
640000 800 20.89 
722500 850 23.80 
810000 900 26.40 
902500 950 29.33 
1000000 1000 32.22 
1210000 1100 39.78 
1440000 1200 47.05 
1690000 1300 55.69 
1960000 1400 64.98 
2402500 1550 80.47 
2890000 1700 97.09 
3422500 1850 117.25 
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The 1850x1850 matrix was the limit reached when Excel needed to be reset in order to perform 
the run.  Table 27 displays the n x n recruit/job parameter settings for the time runs: 
Table 27. n x n Recruit/Job Matrix Parameter Settings 
Parameters Settings 
# Recruits n 
# Jobs n 
% Hispanic 40 
% African Amer. 50 
% QT Score ≥ 50 60 
# Hard-to-fill Jobs ~(n/2) 
% Availability 75 
% Preferred 60 
 
These are arbitrary settings used to create a denser recruit/job matrix compared to the randomly 
generated instances based upon the four 369th monthly instances.  Using these settings made it 
more difficult for VBA to create the LP models into LINGO files so slower times were expected.  
Figure 25 shows the graphical representation of the VBA computational times to completion (in 
seconds): 
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Figure 25. VBA Completion Times 
 
A trendline, with the respective line equation and R-squared value, was added using Excel’s trendline function.  It is expected that the 
times for VBA to create larger LP models into LINGO files would take a polynomial amount of time to solve.  Table 28 displays the 
LINGO computational times (in seconds) to solve the respective LP models:   
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Table 28. LINGO Completion Times using the n x n Recruit/Job Matrix 
# of Elements in the Matrix n x n Matrix 
LINGO Completion 
Times (sec) 
10000 100 3.00 
62500 250 13.00 
302500 500 113.00 
562500 750 465.00 
1000000 1000 1379.00 
 
Figure 26 shows the graphical representation of the LINGO times to solve the respective n x n 
recruit/job matrices (in seconds): 
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Figure 26. LINGO Completion Times 
 
Again, using Excel’s trendline function, the respective line equation and R-squared value are shown.  Due to time constraints, only a 
limited number of instances (from Table 26) were collected.  Although the R-squared value is high, it is uncertain how long it would 
take to solve larger instances of the n x n matrices using the parameters in Table 27.   
y = 6.7878x2 - 63.524x + 102.53
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Appendix D.  Further Weighting Sensitivity Analysis for Different Classes 
 Appendix D discusses further weighting sensitivity analysis for the different 
Classes. 
 
Figure 27. Weighting Scale based upon the DOEs using JMP 
 
Figure 27 shows a weighting scale (with the associated number of standard 
deviations) created in Excel using the parameter estimates based upon the DOEs using 
JMP (Table 13 through Table 18).  This allows the user to examine, in real time, how 
weighting each Class might affect the results in all Classes from both experiments.  
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However, these parameter estimates are based upon the four 369th monthly instances (i.e., 
ranges listed in Table 5), so caution is advised when using the weighting scale. 
The first “Rule of Thumb” scenario is self explanatory.  It would be expected that 
weighting one Class much higher than the other Classes could result in a higher 
percentage of total assignments for that Class (e.g., w1 = 3 and w2 = w3 = 0).  The second 
scenario could meet the user’s goal in percentage of assignments from each Class by 
applying a zero weighting for all Classes (i.e., w1 = w2 = w3 = 0), which would also 
establish a baseline.  Using the baseline statistical results should give a general idea of 
how the different Classes would be affected with different weighting levels when the 
matching algorithm is run multiple times.  The third scenario uses the normalized ratio of 
the maximum value each Class provides to the total number of assignments.  Since each 
recruit has some value for some job (i.e., ,r jv ), each Class will contribute a certain 
amount of value to the total number of assignments created.  This allows the user to get 
an idea of how weighting one Class affects the other Classes.  For example, suppose 
34%, 7%, and 59% of Classes 1, 2, and 3, respectively, make up the amount of total value 
that comes from each Class.  From these percentages, it would be expected that a higher 
weighting for Class 1 would have a minimal impact on Class 2 compared to Class 3, a 
higher weighting for Class 2 would have a minimal impact on the other two Classes, and 
a higher weighting for Class 3 would have a minimal impact on Class 2 compared to 
Class 1.  Although there is no exact percentage difference for each Class, using the 
amount of value that comes from each Class should help determine roughly how the 
weighting levels should be set. 
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Appendix E.  Main Problem Formulation Constraint Matrix is Totally Unimodular 
 Appendix E will show that the constraint matrix for the Main Problem 
Formulation (Model 9) is totally unimodular; however, it is important to show that total 
unimodularity holds for any assignment matching problem.  Recall that an assignment 
matching problem is viewed as a bipartite graph with a set of vertices and edges, G = (V1, 
V2, E), where the set of vertices are disjoint such that V = (V1 ∪ V2) and every edge E has 
one endpoint in V1 and the other endpoint in V2 (Wolsey 1998).  Let A be the constraint 
matrix of G.  It is well known that if G is bipartite, then A is totally unimodular (see Gass 
(1985), Wolsey (1998), Burkard and Cela (1999), Vempala (2003), and IMADA (2009)).  
Vempala (2003) shows this result by induction on k which represents any k x k sub-
matrix A’ ⊆ A.  This is true for k = 1 because each element in A is 0 or ±1 by 
construction.  Now assume this result is true for every (k-1) x (k-1) sub-matrix of A.  
There are three cases to consider (Vempala 2003): 
1) If A’ has a row of 0’s, then the det(A’) is 0. 
2) If A’ has a row with a single ±1, then it is possible to expand around the ±1 
and use the induction hypothesis on the (k-1) x (k-1) sub-matrix to figure out 
that the det(A’) is 0 or ±1. 
3) If each row of A’ has more than one ±1, then A’ comes from the upper portion 
of the constraint matrix because the lower half is the identity matrix.  So the 
rows of A’ can be split into two sections corresponding to the partitioning of 
the vertices of G (since G is bipartite).  However, the same vectors are 
obtained by summing the rows from each section because each edge from E is 
incident to only one vertex from each section.  This means that each column 
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has a 1 in each section which implies that A’ is linearly dependent (i.e., 
det(A’) is 0). 
With the resulting proof that the constraint matrix of bipartite graphs are totally 
unimodular and with Gass’s (1985) theorem that if the RHS values are integer then all the 
basic feasible solutions have integer values, it is clear that the models for Sub-problem 1 
(Model 7) and Sub-problem 2 (Model 8) result in integer solutions because both Sub-
problems are assignment matching problems which are viewed as bipartite graphs.   
The Main Problem Formulation (Model 9) is also an assignment matching 
problem which is viewed as a bipartite graph, but also includes additional Sub-problem 
side constraints.  Therefore, it is necessary to show that the Sub-problem side constraints 
do not affect the total unimodularity of the constraint matrix, which is represented by P, 
in Model 9.  Let P’ ⊆ P represent constraints (28) and (29) in Model 9.  If it can be 
shown that the RHS values of P are integer and the Sub-problem side constraints of P are 
linear combinations of P’, then P is totally unimodular: 
1) The RHS values for constraints (28) and (29) in Model 9 are 1.  The values for 
F in Sub-problem 1 and cT  in Sub-problem 2, c C∀ ∈ , are integer by using 
the result from above.  Also, for Sub-problem 2, it is easy to see that since cT  
is integer c C∀ ∈ , which implies , , ,Recc r c r j r j
r R j J
T D E
∈ ∈
−∑∑  is integer c C∀ ∈ , 
then the optimal value of cs  is also integer c C∀ ∈ .  Since the optimal value 
of cs  is integer c C∀ ∈ , then c cT s−  is also some integer c C∀ ∈ .  Note that 
cs  is not restricted to be integer in Model 9, but finding an optimal solution 
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will result in an integer value for cs , c C∀ ∈ .  Therefore, the RHS values for 
P are integer. 
2) Recall the Sub-problem side constraints in Model 9: 
, ,            (Sub-problem 1) (30)
∈ ∈
≥∑∑ r j r j
r R j H
D E F
 
, , ,Rec             (Sub-problem 2). (31)
∈ ∈
+ ≥ ∀ ∈∑∑ r c r j r j c c
r R j J
D E s T c C
 
Also, recall constraints (28) and (29) in Model 9: 
, , 1           (28)
∈
≤ ∀ ∈∑ r j r j
r R
D E j J
 
, , 1           . (29)
∈
≤ ∀ ∈∑ r j r j
j J
D E r R  
Let Y and U represent the constraint matrices for the Sub-problem 1 and 2 side 
constraints, respectively, where Y and U ⊆ P.  It is evident that a combination 
of constraints (28) and (29) will form Y because both are using the same sets R 
and J, where constraint (28) is summed over set R and constraint (29) is 
summed over set J and Y is summed over both sets R and J (recall that H ⊆ J).  
Also, it is evident that a combination of constraints (28) and (29) will form U, 
using the same reasoning as above, where U is summed over both sets R and J 
based upon the ,Recr c , c C∀ ∈ .  So, it is clear that Y and U are linear 
combinations of constraints (28) and (29) in Model 9.   
Because the RHS values for P are integer and because the Sub-problem side constraints 
are linear combinations of P’, P remains totally unimodular and Model 9 can be solved as 
a LP (i.e., it can be solved in polynomial time).    
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Appendix F.  Blue Dart 
Assignment Efficiency in the Modern Era 
In May 2009, the Secretary of the Air Force Public Affairs stated that the Air 
Force will spend over $640 million in fiscal year 2010 for recruiting and retaining critical 
wartime skills such as explosive ordnance disposal (EOD), medical, intelligence, 
contracting, and special operations (Lyle 2009).  Additionally, The Washington Post 
(October 2009) stated that with the current state of the economy and the percentage of 
unemployment increasing, military recruiters have been able to meet their objectives in 
both numbers and quality recruits for all components of active duty and reserve forces 
(Tyson 2009).  This increased availability of quality recruits naturally suggests that 
available jobs can be filled by high quality individuals, which gives the armed forces 
more flexibility in recruiting and allows the Services to enforce high entry standards.   
With the flood of potential recruits, it is no easy task to simply assign a recruit to 
a job.  For example, suppose there are 25 recruits and 25 available jobs in a month.  The 
number of different ways to assign these recruits to the available jobs exceeds the number 
of known stars in the universe (i.e., 7x1022), according to a 2003 CNN news source.  
However, in a typical month for a recruiting squadron, there are over 100 recruits and 
over 100 available jobs, which mean the number of different ways to assign these recruits 
to the available jobs is indeed astronomical.   
US Air Force recruiters face this “astronomical” task of assigning new recruits to 
available jobs every month with the goal of creating the best possible assignments for the 
Air Force and for the individual recruit, and they need to complete this task quickly.  The 
current process to create assignments can take several days and even weeks to complete, 
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as in the case for the 369th Recruiting Squadron.  For example, if it takes 5 hours every 
day for 5 days to create the best possible assignments each month, then this task would 
require 25 hours each month, and, over a one year period, would require 300 hours to 
create the best possible assignments.  If there is a way to do this more quickly, the time 
saved could be used for other important tasks such as increased recruiting efforts and 
more one-on-one interaction with potential recruits.   
Researchers at the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) used math to model 
the assignment process.  As part of this research, an assignment matching tool was 
developed that creates the best possible assignments in a fraction of the time currently 
spent.  With a click of a few buttons, what would have taken dozens of hours each month, 
now only takes a few seconds.  The researchers demonstrated and validated this tool 
using four previous months of data provided by the 369th Recruiting Squadron, and, on 
average, creating assignments using the assignment matching tool took less than two 
seconds.  
Creating assignments more quickly is important; however, there are many goals 
recruiters would like to meet with these assignments.  Each year, goals are established to 
enlist recruits that meet certain needs of the Air Force, and trying to create the best 
possible assignments that meet the yearly goals (let alone exceed the yearly goals) only 
makes the assignment process more difficult.  Often times, recruiters fall short of these 
goals due to the difficulty in creating assignments in a given time period.  However, the 
assignment matching tool developed at AFIT is not only capable of quickly creating 
assignments, but it is capable of creating the best possible assignments given the 
recruiter’s goals.  The four previous months of data were used to demonstrate this 
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capability and, on average, the assignment matching tool created the best possible 
assignments with an increase in the recruiter’s goals of at least 15%. 
 Even with the increased availability of quality recruits, this assignment matching 
tool shows very promising results for which recruiters should be very optimistic.  The 
assignment matching tool has demonstrated the capability to not only help recruiters 
quickly assign new recruits to available jobs, but also to help recruiters create possible 
assignments for any given month that best meet the needs of the Air Force and the needs 
of the individual recruit.            
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Appendix G.  Summary Chart 
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